Learn and Teach
International Teachers’ Conference
Thursday 7th July to Thursday 14th July 2016
Villa Boccella, Lucca, Italy

‘What is education?
The teacher on one side, the pupil on the other side, knowledge between, discourse joining them’
from the Upanishads

Reviews from previous delegates:
“I keep telling the children to keep calm in their mind. Now I have learnt to it do myself”
“Connecting with simple, fundamental principles of education which sadly is an increasing struggle, due to the other overburdening demands”
“I have learnt to slow down, look inside and appreciate the possibilities I have”

Daily programme includes:
Reflection: Quiet time for all
Nourishment: Principles of education
Inspiration: Opportunity to study from a choice of subjects:
Art, Classical Studies, Geometry, Literature, Philosophy, Plato, Singing
Presentations: Exploration of the world of education
Excursions: Renaissance cities

Cost of Conference: £600 to include shared accommodation, tuition and food
View the taster film at https://vimeo.com/147824380 Explore the venue at www.villaboccella.com
For further information contact Kim Brown on k.brown@stjamesschools.co.uk or +44 (0)207 348 1789

Conference sponsored by ERT
THE EDUCATION RENAISSANCE TRUST
Conference Director: Paul Moss